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We report our investigations on the chemical doping mechanisms induced by LiFjAl electrodes
evaporated onto fullerene thin films. Electron spin resonance (ESR) and infrared reflection-absorption
spectroscopy (IRRAS) are utilized to characterize C60jAl and C60jLiFjAl interfaces. ESR spectra
show that deposition of LiF followed by Al generates C60 radical anions and also the presence
of an additional paramagnetic species of lower concentration that is present in all C60 films regardless
of LiF. IRRAS clarifies the mechanism occurring at the C60jLiFjAl interface, showing that
interaction between LiF and C60 followed by deposition of Al causes LiF clusters to chemically
C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3615799]
dissociate. V
Interfaces of metal contacts and organic semiconductors
play a crucial role in the performance of organic electronic
devices. Efficient electroluminescent and photovoltaic diodes
require Ohmic anode and cathode contacts. In the case of
electron injecting/extracting contacts, a low work function
metal is required to align with the electron-conducting level
(lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, LUMO) of the electron-transport layer in these devices. A commonly used technique to avoid problematic low work function metals is to
deposit a thin (0.5- to 2-nm) layer of LiF onto the electrontransport layer prior to depositing aluminum as the electrode
metal.1,2 Ohmic contact behavior has been reported for C60
as the electron-transport layer with LiFjAl (Ref. 3) as the
electrode. Several mechanisms for improved electron injection have been proposed: enhanced electron tunneling from
Al through the thin LiF layer,1,4 chemical reactions causing
n-doping of the electron-transport layer,5,6 dipole alignment,7
and shielding of the organic layers from detrimental reactions with aluminum metal,1,4 among others. Here we present
results showing that in the case of C60jLiFjAl, upon deposition of Al, n-doping of C60 occurs via LiF dissociation and
formation of a C60Liþ charge-transfer complex. We employ
electron spin resonance (ESR) to probe paramagnetic species
in C60 films and infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy
(IRRAS) to clarify the mechanism LiF dissociation. The
overall reaction scheme that we propose is as follows: 3C60
þ 3LiF þ Al ! 3(C60Liþ) þ AlF3.
Thin-film samples were prepared by thermal deposition
under vacuum (1  106 Torr). All annealing processes were
conducted in N2 atmosphere (<1 ppm O2). Samples were
exposed to air during characterization experiments, all of
which were conducted at room temperature. Film thicknesses
a)
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were kept identical for all samples: 35 nm of C60, 2 nm of
LiF, and 150 nm of Al. For ESR measurements, films of area
1.65 cm2 were deposited on substrates cut from single-crystalline quartz. Quartz was chosen to avoid paramagnetic
impurities present in common borosilicate glass. Spectra
were obtained using a Bruker ESP300E X-band instrument
equipped with a TM110 resonator cavity. The sample was
placed in the nodal plane of the electric field to prevent the
metal layer from interfering with the resonator mode. Quantitative spin populations were calculated on the basis of a
NIST Al2O3:Cr standard. All thin-film samples for the
IRRAS experiments were deposited onto glass slides with
260 nm of Al serving as the reflection element. For top-deposited Al, a film thickness of 2 nm was used. Spectra, averaged over 500 scans with 4 cm1 resolution, were obtained
using a grazing-angle reflectance accessory for the Bruker
Hyperion IR microscope equipped with a Mercury Cadmium
Telluride detector cooled by liquid N2.
Several paramagnetic species have been detected in
OLED devices using ESR, including charge carriers in the
form of hopping radical anions and cations, triplet excitons,
and permanently charged paramagnetic impurities.8 In this
study, we evaluated C60 films with Al and Al/LiF as the electrode contact to probe reactivity of LiF with C60. Films of
neat C60, Al on C60, and LiF/Al on C60, as well as films of
opposite deposition order, that is, C60 on Al, C60 on LiF/Al,
were investigated. Two types of paramagnetic species were
observed. In neat C60 and Al on C60 films, an ESR signal at
g ¼ 2.001 is observed. This same 2.001 signal is also
observed in films of C60 on Al and C60 on LiF/Al. Annealing
at 120  C in all cases causes an increase in the 2.001 signal
by about 25%. Annealing at higher temperatures up to
280  C does not appreciably affect the 2.001 signal strength.
Figure 1 shows the ESR spectra obtained for samples with
both deposition orders. Assuming that the paramagnetic
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FIG. 2. IRRAS spectra of LiF, C60, and LiF/Al with different deposition
orders. The spectra are offset for clarity. A 260-nm Al film serves as the bottom reflection element in all cases. Asterisks mark the four vibrational
modes of C60.

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Electron spin resonance (ESR) of AljLiFjC60
(inverted deposition sequence) samples annealed at different temperatures.
Only a signal for g ¼ 2.001 is detected. (b) ESR signal of 35-nm C60 neat
film, and with Al and LiF/Al electrodes deposited on top. Films with LiF
demonstrate a strong signal with a g-value of 1.998, corresponding to
C60-radical anion, while the remaining samples show a g ¼ 2.001 signal.

species corresponding to the g ¼ 2.001 signal resides in the
C60 layer, the population is estimated to be 0.005 to 0.01
mol. % of the total C60 film. This radical signal has been
reported in powder C60 samples under vacuum and was
found to increase reversibly with the presence of oxygen.9 A
g-value of 2.001 is characteristic of a weakly-bound carbon
based radical and is too low for an oxygen-centered radical,10 suggesting a C60–oxygen adduct with a cage-centered
radical.
For LiF/Al on C60 films, however, the deposition of LiF
followed by Al resulted in the appearance of an ESR signal
with g ¼ 1.998 corresponding to the C60 radical anion. This
g-value is in excellent agreement with prior ESR studies of
photoexcited C60 films.11Assuming that the C60 radical
anions are uniformly distributed throughout the C60 film, we
calculate a concentration of 1 to 2  1019 cm3, which is
about 1 mol. %. The data strongly suggest that the radical
anions are associated with the C60Liþ charge-transfer complexes. It is conceivable, however, that the concentration of
the complexes can be much higher near the LiF/Al electrode.
Annealing of this sample does not change the amount of
ESR signal. In contrast, the g ¼ 1.998 signal is not observed
in films of C60 deposited on LiF/Al, even with thermal

annealing up to 280  C. These observations show that the
deposition sequence with LiF deposited on top of C60 followed by Al is integral for LiF to be effective in forming the
C60Liþ complexes. Over a dozen measured samples, the
standard deviation in the population of the g ¼ 2.001 species
is small, 62.3  1017 cm3 for samples with C60 as the upper
(exposed) layer, and 62.0  1016 cm3 for samples with C60
covered with Al. The standard deviation for the population
of the C60 radical anion (g ¼ 1.998) is much higher,
61.9  1019 cm3.
In order to probe the reaction occurring when LiF and
Al are deposited onto C60, we utilized IRRAS at a grazing
angle. This method relies on constructive interference of ppolarized light at the metal interface at grazing angle to produce amplified absorption by dipoles aligned perpendicular
to the metal surface.12 Figure 2 shows the results for IRRAS:
a 2-nm film of LiF on Al (260 nm), denoted Al/LiF in the figure, deposited on glass substrates furnished a well-resolved
peak between 600 and 660 cm1, corresponding13 to the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon of LiF clusters. Likewise, a 35
nm film of C60 on Al, Al/C60, provided four well-resolved
and clearly visible peaks attributable to C60, despite the fact
that C60 vibrational modes are known to be weak. The C60
on LiF film and Al/LiF/C60 produced spectra that were a
superposition of LiF and C60 individual films. In contrast,
Al/C60/LiF film obtained by reversing the deposition order
resulted in a red shift of the LiF LO peak at 650 cm1 by 40
cm1 to 610 cm1.
Also shown in Figure 2 are IRRAS spectra of 2 nm of
Al on C60, Al/C60/Al (2 nm) and on C60/LiF, Al/C60/LiF/Al
(2 nm). The spectrum of Al/C60/Al (2 nm) is practically identical that of Al/C60, indicating the deposition of 2 nm of Al
has no effect on C60. However, the deposition of 2 nm Al on
C60/LiF, Al/C60/LiF/Al (2 nm), causes the red-shifted LiF
peak at 610 cm1 to disappear altogether. This disappearance indicates that the LiF is completely dissociated or the
phonon resonance is shifted to a frequency lower than 500
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cm1, below the MCT detection limit. The LO mode in alkali halides is always at a higher frequency than the transverse optical (TO) mode.13,14 This is due to strong
polarization created by vibrating ions which produces an
electric field that assists the elastic restoring force of the LO
mode but opposes that of the TO mode, causing LO and TO
modes to split. This splitting is known to be sensitive to crystallite size and interface effects. Small crystallites lower the
frequency of the LO mode.15 The disappearance of the 610
cm1 LiF peak is consistent with dissociation of the LiF
layer into smaller clusters or reactions that produce LiþC60
complexes. Both would result in the disappearance of the LO
peak. Additionally, we observed that deposition of Al onto
neat LiF films produced no changes in the LO mode. These
observations preclude the possibility that the LiF layer is acting as an insulator in LiF/Al contacts in OLED and photovoltaic devices, consistent with prior reports.3 IRRAS however
does not allow us to determine where F ions go upon dissociation of LiF. Formation of highly stable AlF3 has been proposed as a mechanism.17 AlF3, which has a broad and weak
absorption between 600 and 700 cm1 (Ref. 16), is unlikely
to be distinguishable in our IRRAS spectra. The four fundamental modes of C60 remain unchanged for Al/C60/LiF/Al (2
nm), suggesting that any polymerization or other symmetrylowering reactions18 are not detectable.
Our results are in agreement with the reaction model
that LiF, deposited onto the fullerene films, forms clusters,
but does not interact with the underlying C60, whereas aluminum atoms, deposited on the LiF clusters, cause the breakup
of the clusters and reaction with C60 to form C60Liþ.
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